
Documenting AGs’ Plan to Impose 
Climate NAAQS/‘Net Zero’ 

In coordination with Greens, SEEIC, Former EPA Officials



❖ There is an “Affirmative climate litigation subgroup” of progressive AGs, coordinating w Bloomberg group.

❖ Regular calls. Share memos. Signed June 2019 GHG CIA. Consulted w former Obama and career EPA lawyers + other officials.

❖ Docs included CBD petition, Mass v EPA ‘historical docs’, GHG litigation strategy memos, “ClimateNAAQS.PPT” all in 
discussion of campaign to impose climate agenda under current law, acknowledging legislation has no prayer via Congress. 

❖ 1st considered “CO2 as criteria pollutant” approach to trigger NAAQS, referencing law review articles stating the time has come.

❖ October 2019: Consulted w former Obama EPA climate chief Joe Goffman at Harvard Law School on approaches and activists to 
work with. AGs sign PM CIA. AGs connected w network of w former EPA career officials incl OGC attorneys turned activists. 

❖ Ex-EPAers agree to help AGs develop approach. Goffman’s top referral counsels on CO2 NAAQS + recommends using 
secondary PM + Ozone NAAQS as backdoor. AGs then enter CIAs on ozone NAAQS, including w green groups, in Spring ’20. 

❖ Documents track months of work, but AGs have not filed suit. Most likely reason is waiting for election as one candidate has 
promised to do what they would sue his EPA demanding it do. Biden EPA would not defend that suit: GND via sue-and-settle.

Summary I



❖ This began as ‘only hope’ because WV v. EPA, Trump election, Green New Deal rollout flop

❖ Political fortunes seemed to change, making it possible the agenda could avoid Congress, rule-making 
process, and political accountability with a consent decree: we were sued/this was an order of the court

❖ Documents track months of work

❖ AGs clamped down of further releases this Spring/Summer when requests became pointed re this plan

❖ Dozens of pages of inter-AG notices, and coordinated litigation postures, affirm AGs have now agreed 
among selves to stop further releases, make any further public record releases require a court order

❖ AAGs make helpful statements in recent proceedings, e.g., “this is a very confidential matter” (NM OAG), 
“the fact of the affirmative litigation is important here because it's not -- certainly not known to anyone” 
(WA OAG, 10/16/20 oral argument). In redacting/withholding these records, numerous AGs state the 
activists’ correspondence + presentations are prepared in anticipation of AGs’ litigation.

Summary II



Who: Multistate AGs Group
❖ Multistate AG Coordination Group coordinating actions to compel GHG regulation 

❖ Climate Change — Affirmative Litigation Subgroup (Bloomberg’s NYU co-manages) 

❖ “Small Group” (CA, OR, NY, MA, + DE, NJ less actively) initially managed “GHG outreach” 

❖ “Large Group” includes CT, DC, IL, ME, MD, MI, MN, NM, PA, NC, RI, VT, VA, WA (some pacts include CARB, PA DEP) 

❖ Regularly scheduled calls of  approved group 

❖ “A little paranoid” re: security 

❖ Co-organized by Bloomberg NYU Group, which also participates 

❖ “Large group" and “small group” are led by NY OAG’s Myers, OR DoJ Bloomberg “SAAG” Novick 

❖ Bloomberg SAAGs are often among or are ‘the’ AGO reps 

❖ AGs actively pursuing plan to revive, expand failed Clean Power Plan, expanding economy-wide to climate NAAQS, since June 2019 

❖ “Small Group” handled GHG NAAQS outreach; “Large Group” brought in to the plan in January 

❖ AGs took further step of  entering a CIA for secondary Ozone NAAQS w green groups, and verbatim pact among selves, Spring 2020



Source: MI DAG
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Origins
❖ June 2019 omnibus CIA

❖ October 2019 NY OAG, OR DoJ reach out to e.g., Joe Goffman for names to 
consult on GHG NAAQS

❖ 10/7 MI DAG privilege log entries, “Multi-state AGs discussing CO2 as a 
criteria pollutant” 

❖ 10/22 Myers (NY) call w Goffman, who suggests Bachmann, “EPN folks”

❖ 10/29 “Small group” (CA, MA, NY, OR) schedule “GHG calls debrief” call (11/1)

❖ 10/3 - 11/18 AGs enter secondary PM NAAQS CIA



October











Options come into focus
❖ 11/1 “GHG Calls debrief” call occurs, NJ joins

❖ 11/4 Myers outreach to Goffman, who emails Bachmann re connecting w Myers: “You may be able to talk him through the [sic] some NAAQS issues and/or 
identify others who would be good to talk to"

❖ 11/6 Myers call w Bachmann

❖ 11/7 Myers/Bachmann followup emails 

❖ discuss “people who have made the case for using NAAQS”, “steps needed to actually develop a GHG NAAQS”, “issues in setting the NAAQS” for “CO2 
and other GHG”, that “new legislation requiring specific actions would be much better than NAAQS, and yet I’m mindful of the obvious problem of how to 
get such legislation even with a new administration”, and that CBD article is compelling that “there are reasons to push a GHG NAAQS approach other 
than an intent to actually do one” (article argues that even losing NAAQS in court might nonetheless erode oil cos. nuisance defense)

❖ Myers cites CBD Georgetown Enviro Law Review article as the most recent “on the topic” (article topic is GHG NAAQS)

❖ Arrange 11/18 call for Bachmann to brief “state folks”

❖ 11/15 Myers describes Bachmann call as “GHG call Monday”

❖ 11/17 Bachmann emails Myers about direct approach of CO2 NAAQS and secondary for ozone, “We can test run a GHG NAAQS now…” (ellipses in original)

❖ 11/17 Myers forwards Bachmann slides, “ClimateNAAQS.ppt”, to AGOs

❖ 11/17 Novick changes Subject field of Bachmann thread to read “GHG NAAQS — Structure of the discussion tomorrow at 3”

❖ 11/18 AGs/Bachmann have “NAAQS call”

❖ 11/19 Myers emails Goffman, inter alia: "Had a very good conversation with John Bachmann yesterday"



Early November



Early November





















Mid-, Late-November



Novick, Garrahan (OR DoJ) Calendars









Further Steps
❖ 12/6 OR DoJ forwards “ClimateNAAQS.ppt” to WA AGO

❖ 12/10 Bachmann followup w Myers on his outreach to “some EPA veterans involved in the ANPR who 
had some useful thoughts on the process and views on the issues” during the “2008 ANPR on GHG 
NAAQS”, and “the effects of climate in the review of the secondary standard for ozone“

❖ 12/11 Bachmann forwards Ketcham-Colwills’ 12/3 email, Subject: “Draft note on NAAQS lawyers and 
EPA GHG ANPR 2008 info” 

❖ Bachmann writes Myers, “They had thoughts on some retired EPA lawyers and I've left a message 
with probably the best one for your purpose”, “a NAAQS for GHG” and “bigger issue is picking a 
GHG level that doesn't create widespread non-attainment” which “might be messy” a la PSD

❖ 12/17 Myers passes baton of liaising with Ex-EPAers back to Novick

❖ 12/19 OR DoJ corresponds w Ketcham-Colwills re GHG NAAQS; Ketcham-Colwill says CO2 NAAQS 
was career highlight but “Bushies shat all over it”



Source: WA OAGDecember



December

Not privileged, unredacted on appeal



December 12: Bachmann notes further success in  
recruiting Ex-EPA to help

This, too, is not privileged, unredacted 
on appeal. See next slide

Still not privileged



(Not privileged)



The Quest, cont.

(Not privileged)





This is not privileged





This is not privileged







References Bachmann email to Myers, forwarded to Novick

References Ketcham-Colwill email to Bachmann, forwarded to Novick



Bachmann email to Myers, forwarded to Novick



Ketcham-Colwill email John forwarded





Followed by 10 pages of RIF



Further Steps
❖ 1/6/20 “small group” lets “large group” in on Bachmann consultation process, circulate “BachmannDoc.PPT”

❖ Novick: “We have our bi-monthly group call tomorrow at 2 Eastern [REDACTED, 3.5 lines]. John was at EPA for 33 years and was the 
Associate Director for Science/Technology and New Programs for the Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards in Research Triangle 
Park, NC. And he’s been very generous with his time. 

❖ [REDACTED, 2.5 lines] we can talk tomorrow.” 

❖ This was a special notice about Bachmann’s input, in advance of discussing Bachmann advice on group call scheduled for next day 

❖ 1/14 OR DoJ schedules call among large group re same,  MI DAG privilege log describes as “Discussion of recommendation”

❖ 1/21 OR DoJ informs group he’ll extend consultation to “Sara Schneeberg Robinson, who john Bachmann put us in touch with”

❖ 1/30 OR consults on climate NAAQS w Schneeberg-Robinson 

❖ Late April/early May 2020, AGs sign targeted Ozone CIA w greens (NY, NJ fulcrum), + identical CIA 5 days later among OAGs 

❖ Spring/Summer, AGs begin consultation to coordinate oppo to records requests, force litigation for further releases on 
Bachmann et al.

❖ 10/16/20 OR DoJ assertion of privilege, WA AGO transcript re Bachmann docs acknowledge this is active, anticipate litigation, 
and no one does nor can know more about it





1.6.20: OR Lets Large Group in on Bachmann GHG NAAQS Consultation, 
Circulates Bachman PPT



These are the Same Email





Source: WA OAG



January Followup on Recommendation





January Followup on Recommendation







Novick, Garrahan (OR DoJ) Calendars
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9/24/20 NM AAG

❖ Explaining why AGO is taking what local counsel described as an unprecedented 
spouter in his 30 years of practice, and math we will get nothing, and no further 
responses to discovery, no admissions about the correspondence with other AGOs 
about this and the “CIA”: 

❖ “This is a…very confidential issue”.



10/16/20 WA AAG



10/16/20 OR DoJ



11/12/20 OR DoJ



That’s Not How “Common Legal Interest” Works








